
ADVANCED ROAD 
WEATHER INTELLIGENCE

Weatherlogics Inc has brought its reputation for precise and accurate forecasts to road weather. Weatherlogics 
allows the transportation industry to access advanced weather intelligence, derived from proprietary artificial 
intelligence algorithms. 

To get started with this advanced platform today, activate your free trial (see reverse for details).

Weatherlogics uses the latest advances in artificial 
intelligence to provide future predictions of road 
conditions. This technology allows the transportation 
industry to manage the impacts of adverse weather 
conditions. Our data allows you to improve driver safety, 
reduce weather delays, and conform with weather-
dependent regulations. While you can’t control the 
weather, with Weatherlogics you can plan for it. 

as both a desktop and mobile app, allowing dispatchers 
and drivers to access the latest weather information.

THE TECHNOLOGY IMPROVE SAFETY
Our platform can be used to alert drivers 
about the road ahead before they encounter 
dangerous weather. This can help to reduce 
accidents, improving driver safety.

REGULATIONS
Many jurisdictions do not allow long- 
combination vehicles (LCVs) to operate 
under high wind speeds and poor weather 
conditions. Using advanced weather 
information, loads can be planned to conform 
with these regulations.

REDUCE DELAYS
By knowing road weather conditions in 
advance, weather-optimized routes can be 
selected, reducing delays.

GET THE APP
Weatherlogics is available for desktop, iOS, 
and Android devices. Dispatchers can use the 
desktop version in the office and drivers can 
access weather data on the road using the 
mobile app.



Thousands of live highway cameras across
Canada and the United States.

Hourly future road and weather predictions up
to 120-hrs out.

Live government-reported road conditions and
closures across Canada and the United States.

Point-and-click for forecasts anywhere on the
map in Canada and the United States.

Live weather radar imagery for Canada and the
United States, including playback of past data.

Chart displays of future weather conditions at
any point location in Canada or the United States.

Crowd-sourced weather reports which show the
weather conditions that drivers are experiencing.

Driver reporting feature which allows the user to
report the road and weather they are experiencing.

View the road conditions map, radar and cameras View different road forecast types

FREE 
TRIAL

weatherlogics.com/transportation

info@weatherlogics.com

1-877-852-4500

Contact us today to 
activate your trial!

PLATFORMS
Weatherlogics is available for desktop and mobile to 
benefit both drivers and dispatchers.

Dispatchers can use Weatherlogics to manage delays 
and plan weather-sensitive loads such as 
long-combination vehicles (LCVs).

Drivers can use the mobile app to get current and forecast 
weather, so they can always know the road ahead.
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